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INTRODUCTION
The importance of maternal effects, both genetic and environmental, for the early growth and
development of mammals has long been recognized. In the last decade, animal model used to
analyze maternally influenced traits of beef cattle and pigs (e.g. Dodenhoff et al., 1999 ;
Kaufmann et al., 2000) typically include direct and maternal genetic effects. If maternal
genetic effects exist and are used to evaluate candidates for selection, realized genetic response
will be higher than ignored. Our objective was to compare the response to selection of weaning
weight using maternal effect in Syrian hamsters.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Experimental Methods. Original line was established with progeny of a four-way cross
between inbred lines of hamsters. After fifteen generations of selection based on reproductive
performance (Satoh et al., 1997), an F1 cross from two selected lines was mated to each other.
The animals were maintained with relaxed selection from generations 16 through 37, which
have been described previously (Satoh et al., 1998). Generation 37 was assumed to be base
population for estimating BLUP of additive genetic effects for selection. The mean inbreeding
coefficient was about 23 percent. The animals were randomly mated except for avoidance of
matings between close relatives from generations 37 to 43. From generation 43 (initial
population: G0), selection was practiced for evaluation of the following selection criteria: Line
A, selection on animal model BLUP of additive direct genetic effect to increase individual
body weight at weaning (WW : 3 weeks of age) ; Line M, selection on additive maternal
genetic effect for WW ; Line B, selection on aggregate genetic value of direct and maternal
genetic effects for WW. The relative weight for the direct and maternal effects was assumed to
be 1:1 ; Line C, randomly selected control. A single trait animal model was used to calculate
direct and maternal genetic effects for animals in A, M, and B, details of which will be
described later. Each of the two replicates was started from the same families. Breeding
population size was approximately 12 males and 24 females for A, M, and B and 10 males and
20 females for C. Sib and cousin matings were avoided in pairing two females per male for 5
days at approximately 11 weeks of age. When the number of pups was more than six, litters
were randomly reduced to six in all lines at 1 day after parturition. Litters were as close as
possible toward a sex ratio of two males to four females. When the number of pups was six or
less, all pups were kept and no cross fostering was used. All litters were weaned into separate
male and female cages at 3weeks of age. Animals were given ad libitum access to water and a
kind of rodent block diet. Room temperature and humidity were maintained at approximately
21 C and 55%, respectively. A 14 hours on, 10 hours off lighting scheme was used. All lines
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were selected from G0 through G10.
Evaluation model for selection. Each animal in the two replicates within each selected line
were evaluated on the estimated additive genetic effects of WW. These values were estimated
the following animal model :

y = Xb + Z1d + Z2m + Z3c + e

where y is a vector of observations on WW ; b is a vector of fixed effects (i.e. generation, sex,
and the number of full sibs at 2 weeks after birth) ; d, m, c, and e are random vectors of
additive direct and maternal genetic, common litter, and residual effects, respectively. X, Z1,
Z2, and Z3 are the incidence matrices relating elements of b, d, m, and c to y, respectively.
Expectations of the random effects were assumed to be zero and
var(y)=Z1AZ1σd

2+Z2AZ2σm
2+(Z1AZ2+ Z2AZ1)σdm+Z3Z3σc

2+Iσe
2, where A is the additive

relationship matrix. Population parameters used in calculating direct and maternal genetic
effects were estimated from data on animals from generation 37 through 42 using
MTDFREML program. The data included records of 2,546 animals for WW. In the REML
analyses, the convergence criterion (i.e. variance of the simplex values) for runs was 10-9. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Genetic parameter estimates. Genetic parameter estimates for WW are presented in Table 1.
These values were used to estimate the direct and maternal genetic effects for WW during the
selection experiment. Estimates of direct and maternal heritabilities were 0.13 and 0.09,
respectively. Correlation between direct and maternal genetic effects was positive. Estimate of
common litter variance was large and accounted for about a half of phenotypic variance. Then
if the common litter effect is considered in the evaluation model, the estimates of direct and
maternal genetic effects for WW will be more accurate.

Table 1. Genetic parameter estimates for individual body weight at weaning

Parameter1) d m (d,m)2) c e

(Co)variance 6.48 4.36 2.09 23.64 13.23

Proportion of σp
2 0.13 0.09 0.39 0.47 0.27

1) See the text.
2) The values are covariance and correlation between direct and maternal genetic effects.

Response to selection. Average inbreeding coefficients in G10 were 19.4, 19.4, 19.7, and 9.2
for A, M, B, and C, respectively. Inbreeding was the lowest in the randomly bred C. Figure 1
illustrates responses to selection on WW as a deviation from C. All responses in selected lines
increased with generation except G1, G4, and G9. Each linear regression of WW on generation
number was significantly positive (Table 2). Line M showed a slightly larger response than A
and B. However, expected genetic responses were similar in each selected lines, if individual
phenotypic selection was practiced based on genetic parameters in Table 1. Our experimental
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results were inconsistent with expected.
Figure 2 shows the mean estimates of direct and maternal genetic effects for WW. Each effect
in selected lines increased almost linearly with generation. Line A showed the largest trend and
M was the smallest for direct genetic effect. However, for estimates of maternal genetic effect,
the genetic trends in all selected lines were very similar (Table 2). Estimated direct and
maternal genetic effects in C were slightly negative but, as expected, no trend over generations
could be detected. The result of small differences among selected lines for maternal genetic
effect had not been expected. The reason is not apparent, but the genetic parameters for WW
used for analyzing in this study may not be completely correct. In this case, regular adjustment
of genetic parameters will be necessary. We are planning to re-estimate genetic parameters for
WW using whole data and to continue this experiment based on the new parameters. 

Maternal effects influence response to direct selection for weaning weight, even when maternal
heritability is low. Additionally, estimates of genetic and environmental trends are biased when
maternal effects are ignored. Therefore, maternal effects, if important in the population, should
be included in the evaluation model (Roehe and Kennedy, 1993a). Particularly in the
crossbreeding scheme, selection using maternal effect is valuable (Roehe and Kennedy,
1993b). For example, the male dam line was selected for the highest direct response, which can
be achieved by selection on direct effects only. The female dam line should be selected for an
optimum weighting ratio of maternal and direct genetic effects.

Table 2. Linear regressions of generation mean for WW on generation number1)

Line A M B C

Phenotype 0.56±0.04** 0.89±0.04** 0.50±0.04** -0.27±0.04**

Direct2) 0.64±0.01** 0.52±0.01** 0.59±0.01** -0.06±0.03**

Maternal3) 0.31±0.04** 0.30±0.03** 0.29±0.01** -0.02±0.02ns

1)**: Statistically significant at P<0.01, ns: no significance, 2)Direct genetic effect, 3)Maternal genetic effect. 
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Figure 2. Estimates of direct and maternal
genetic effects for weaning weight
GenerationFigure 1. Direct response to selection for
weaning weight as a deviation from control
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